Magnetic drug delivery has the potential to target therapy to specific regions in the body, improving efficacy and reducing side effects for treatment of cancer, stroke, infection, and other diseases. Using stationary external magnets, which attract the magnetic drug carriers, this treatment is limited to shallow targets (o5 cm below skin depth using the strongest possible, still safe, practical magnetic fields). We consider dynamic magnetic actuation and present initial results that show it is possible to vary magnets one against the other to focus carriers between them on average. The many remaining tasks for deep targeting in-vivo are then briefly noted.
Introduction
In magnetic drug delivery, magnetically responsive objects coated by or containing therapeutic agents are injected into the blood and are then focused to targets in the body by applied magnetic fields. This is useful for treatment of cancer, stroke, infection and other diseases because it allows therapy to be concentrated to disease sites (solid tumors, blood clots, infections) while keeping systemic concentrations low (thus minimizing side effects). The magnetically responsive objects can be microor nano-scale iron oxide or other particles coated appropriately to be bio-compatible and therapeutically effective, with submicron particles being small enough to pass from the blood to the surrounding tissue through blood vessel walls (with this extravasation generally taking place more readily through the leakier blood vessel walls of tumor vasculature). Other objects besides particles, such as polymer, microsphere, micelle, and nanocapsule delivery systems, can also be made magnetic or attached to magnetic particles and then used as magnetic carriers.
A limitation in magnetic drug delivery is the inability to focus treatment to targets deep inside the body. When stationary external magnets are used they attract the particles and can only concentrate them near the skin surface-magnets of a maximum safe strength can only create a o5 cm deep focus [1] [2] [3] . This is a well-known and well-recognized problem. It is a fundamental consequence of the classic Samuel Earnshaw 1842 theorem [4] . This theorem states that no inverse-square law force (which includes magnetic forces on a single particle) can create a stable trap in the interior. With a static magnetic field, only unstable equilibria are possible for a ferro-or para-magnetic particle.
Earnshaw's theorem can be bypassed in three ways. First, magnets or magnetic materials, such as magnetic stents or magnetizable wires or needles, can be implanted inside the body to create a local magnetic field maximum and attract particles to them [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Surgically implanting such objects in a patient can be undesirable and is not always possible in a clinical setting. Second, the walls of a container can hold particles away from a magnet: a magnet can trap magnetic carriers against a perpendicular confining wall. But the human blood vasculature network is not a collection of simple, conveniently oriented, confining vessels and, as we see in the animal and human clinical trials of our collaborator [12] [13] [14] , magnetic carriers spill out from one blood vessel to the next to collect at vessels closest to the external magnet. A final way to bypass the theorem is to change the applied magnetic fields in time, and this is the approach we consider here. We ask: is it possible to dynamically manipulate magnetic fields to focus magnetic carriers to deep targets? (Fig. 1) . Fig. 2 , from the work of Potts et al. [15] , shows that dynamic control of just a single electromagnet can bypass Earnshaw's theorem: it can hold a drop of ferrofluid (nanoparticles in suspension) at a distance from the magnet. Here the drop is held together by surface tension so the control is effectively that of a single object: if the drop is too low it is brought back up and vice versa. Magnetic manipulation of single objects in-vivo by feedback control has been demonstrated by Martel, who has shown steering of one microparticle at a time in swine vasculature using an MRI machine [16, 17] , and by the company Stereotaxis who precisely controls magnetic fields to help guide surgical tools for magnetically assisted surgery [18] : their instruments have achieved 410,000 successful heart surgeries.
During existing magnetic chemotherapy treatment, which has gone through phase I human trials for shallow tumors [13, 14] in Germany, the location of advanced and unsuccessfully pretreated cancers or sarcomas is known, a ferrofluid consisting of nanoparticles coated with a chemotherapy drug (e.g. mitoxantrone or epirubicin) is injected into a vein, is circulated by the blood flow, and external magnets must then focus it to tumor locations. Thus it is necessary to concentrate a distributed ferrofluid to targets. This is more difficult than magnetically manipulating the location of a single object (as is done in all 3 examples above). Below we investigate whether dynamic magnetic actuation can still bypass Earnshaw's theorem for a distributed ferrofluid and enable its focusing to deep targets. We present initial control results and note the many steps that remain to move towards deep focusing in a clinical setting. We also briefly discuss real-time ferrofluid sensing as is necessary for feedback control.
Modeling
To rationally design dynamic actuation to focus a ferrofluid to deep targets we need a mathematical model of how time-varying actuation will transport the fluid. The model we have developed and implemented here is the simplest one that contains the essential features: dynamic magnetic actuation and the resulting ferrofluid transport.
This model is similar to the one in Grief and Richardson [2] with the difference that we have gone beyond analytical solutions for simple cases and implemented ours numerically (in COMSOL) (2) Eq. (1), the magneto-static version of Maxwell's equations is appropriate: our actuation will be quasi-steady compared to radio frequencies. Here B is the magnetic field (in Tesla) with À7 V s/A m is the permittivity of vacuum, and H is the externally applied magnetic field intensity. The k coefficient is treated as a constant here even though it can vary due to Stokes drag wall effects (slightly higher drag near blood vessel walls) and potentially due to some amount of particle chaining or aggregation (typically not seen to be significant in Luebbe's animal and human trials, thus our Eq. (2) does not yet include microscopic agglomeration forces).
As written the model of Eq. (2) is for transport within the vasculature. In surrounding tissue there would be an equivalent partial differential equation but with no blood convection terms and with different (lower) effective diffusion coefficients [19] . Then there would have to be an extravasation term that described ferrofluid transport from blood to surrounding tissue. This level of detail also has not yet been included in our modeling.
This model is currently implemented in 2 spatial dimensions in COMSOL (www.comsol.com) (Fig. 3 ) via a Matlab script that allows inclusion of feedback control-it allows magnetic actuation to be set by control algorithms that have access to the ferrofluid distribution at each time. The magnetostatic equations are written in vector potential form and the convection-diffusion equation is in conservative weak form and contains a small amount of Petrov-Galerkin streamline diffusion to prevent numerical instabilities. Both are solved simultaneously using 6th order Lagrange-cubic finite elements. The model can handle any time-varying control inputs, pre-planned or due to closed-loop feedback control, but it smoothes out sharp jumps in time, such as suddenly turning on a magnet, over a small interval. Typically, the model has $3000 mesh points and runs in minutes to a few hours on a personal computer (depending on the complexity of the control algorithm). For the control case below the model is solved in non-dimensional parameters and there is no blood flow velocity yet (V blood ¼ 0) since our first goal is to determine if we can focus a distributed ferrofluid without any disturbances due to convection.
Non-dimensional parameters for our simulation were set at diffusion D ¼ 1 and magnetic drift coefficient k ¼ 1000 with initial conditions C(x,y,0) ¼ 1. The eight magnets were spaced out equally at a radius of 1.5 (origin to center of each magnet) had a length of 0.8 and a width of 0.35 (0.15 for each half of the coil with a 0.05 gap). The electromagnets were actuated by imposing opposing vertical currents through the two coil halves: in Fig. 4 an inward arrow À1 actuation means that the half-coil in the clockwise direction had a À1 (down) current and the other coil had a +1 (up) current; vice versa for a reversed polarity (outward +1) actuation. For numerical stability, the compensated PetrovGalerkin streamline diffusion parameter was d SD ¼ 0.5. There are many additional complexities to implementing the model in COMSOL, e.g. numerically handling ferrofluid pileup at domain edges, which cannot be described here due to limited space. Any reader who wishes to replicate the simulation should contact the author for details. This would also create a transient hot spot at the center since fluid there would be removed last. Creating such a ''focus'' by depleting ferrofluid everywhere else is not a viable in-vivo targeting approach since blood flow would quickly wash away this remaining region of the ferrofluid. Instead, our goal is to actively move ferrofluid to the deep target. Our first dynamic control algorithm is shown in panel B of the figure. At time t ¼ 0 we turn on the y-axis magnets (3rd and 7th) along the same direction (i.e. opposite polarity in the convention of Fig. 4 ) with unit strength. This creates the highest magnetic field along the y-axis, and along this axis, the field is highest nearest the two on magnets. The resulting magnetic energy surface is a saddle, as shown in panel B(i) bottom. Fluid flows down this saddle: it forms a transient hot spot at the center (where depletion is slowest) and collects near the two on magnets.
The key difficulty now is to get the ferrofluid out from near the two y-axis magnets and moving towards the center. To do so, at time t ¼ 4, we switch the 8 magnets to values u ¼ [+1, +0.3, 0, À0.3, À1, À0.3, 0, +0.3] as shown in panel B(ii). The extra |0.3| values of magnets 2, 4, 6, and 8 create two local unstable (energy maxima) along the y-axis just outside the ferrofluid hot spots (see the force arrow sources in panel B(ii) adjacent to magnets 3 and 7) and they cause the ferrofluid to spill down the energy surface towards the center target.
Ferrofluid continues to move in along the y-axis but by t ¼ 9 there is a significant amount of spreading out along the x-direction, towards magnets 1 and 5. (Looking at the energy surface in panel B(iii) it is visible how the ferrofluid hot spot is on a surface that is curved along the x-direction.) To combat this, we turn magnets 2, 4, 6 and 8 on to higher values (this switch from |0.3| to |0.5| happens smoothly from t ¼ 8.9 till t ¼ 9.1) which flattens out the energy surface in x somewhat (panel B(iv)) limiting further spread in x but continuing to drive the fluid in along y. (1) and (2)). By t ¼ 14.1, the ferrofluid hot spot has reached the center target but has nevertheless spread significantly in x. We now turn on the x-axis magnets 1 and 5, at t ¼ 14, to create foci near those magnets. The sequence then repeats in the x-direction: place saddles outside the foci to drive them back in (t ¼ 20) and flatten the energy surface in the y-direction at t ¼ 25 to limit spreading in the y-direction. The results, both in terms of ferrofluid concentration and the energy surface (not shown) are 901 flips of those already shown in the y-direction. As this sequence repeats our control scheme continually drives ferrofluid through the center thus creating a hot spot on average at the central target (as shown in panel C).
ARTICLE IN PRESS

This control algorithm was chosen by hand and is far from optimal. We have begun to phrase optimization problems that will optimize each step (shape foci at edges, move to center, prevent spread in other directions, repeat). For example, maximizing fluid transport from a current hot spot to a neighboring target region or way point, the move problem, can be cast as a quadratic optimization program. Instead of choosing values for the sidemagnets (2, 4, 6, and 8 above) by hand to flatten out a region, we will be able to choose magnet values optimally. It is also clear how our control schemes can begin to be extended to deal with a disturbing convective flow. Energy surfaces can be shaped and re-oriented to bring the fluid back as it is disturbed. More sophisticated control schemes will correct the location of hot spots and also refocus them. For example, initial optimization results show that it is possible to move and shorten hot spots along their longest axes-by placing energy maxima or saddles behind them to cause the tail end to catch up with the front end. To what degree this is possible, and how best to do it, are still open research questions-especially in the in-vivo context.
The in-vivo problem
We recognize that the in-vivo deep target control problem has many more factors than those addressed in our starting simulations and initial control scheme above. Further, we note that the mathematics of the control problem (focusing a distributed fluid to an internal target) is non-standard and difficult-there are no existing control methodologies to do this. Still, focusing of magnetic chemotherapy in humans has been achieved for shallow targets [12] [13] [14] , our aim now is to create control algorithms that will push that focusing deeper into the body.
Vasculature geometry and blood flow will vary from patient to patient and, with the possible exception of major vessels visualized by MRI, will not be known in a clinical setting. The goal will be to use applied (thus known) magnetic fields to manipulate the ferrofluid and, as unknown blood forces disturb it, to continuously put it back to the deep tumor (feedback control). We believe patient-to-patient vascular geometry variation will not prevent this task in the following sense. Metabolically active cells are within o100 mm of blood vessels [19] , so the length scale of vasculature connectivity is generally very small compared to the desired focusing length scale (focusing to a deep target centimeters across would be a dramatic achievement). If there is a concentration of ferrofluid to the right of our target, and we apply a magnetic force to move it left, there should be enough vasculature connectivity to allow the ferrofluid to find a path from right to left. When there is insufficient vasculature connectivity, the control algorithm will see that the fluid is not moving back to its target, and will take corrective actions to circumvent obstructions.
The issue of sufficient magnetic forces versus blood convection forces is subtle. Blood drag flow forces vary with particle position in the blood vessel: a particle at the vessel center-line will see a high velocity and hence high drag force, but a particle near the blood vessel wall will see a near zero velocity (due to the no-slip boundary condition at the wall) and can be held by a small magnetic force (Fig. 5 ). Trapping of a particle in a blood vessel occurs if the magnetic field pulls the particle out of the strong center-line flow before it leaves the vessel [1, 20] . Thus, when nanoparticles are trapped, they are confined in thin films at the inside boundaries of blood vessels, which is exactly where they must be to subsequently be taken up by surrounding tissue. It is these thin films of nanoparticles that we must continuously put back to deep tumor locations by dynamic control.
Initial calculations show that, using MRI-strength magnets, there should be sufficient force to actuate nanoparticles, even at 20-30 cm depths. In humans, blood flow velocities range from 41 m/s highest peak velocity in the ascending aorta to $30 cm/s in main blood return arteries to o5 mm/s in arterioles and venules [1, 2, 19, 21] . Magnetic forces will not capture particles against the high flow rates in major arteries, instead, focusing will have to be carried out by thin films moving along secondary blood vessels (as does happen in animals and humans for successful focusing to shallow targets). Computing the distance from the vessel wall in a quadratic flow profile where blood drag flow forces can first overcome the applied magnetic force and wash away the particles, for a 4 T magnet and accounting for particle magnetic saturation, a ferrofluid film of a micrometer to a few hundred nanometer thickness should form in capillaries 20 to 30 cm deep. Particle chaining and agglomeration, to the degree that they may occur in-vivo, may also increase forces by allowing magnetic forces to act on particles in small groups.
Deep in-vivo real-time ferrofluid sensing for feedback control can be achieved by making the particles slightly radioactive, as is done in [22] , so that their position can be detected by nextgeneration gamma cameras. The radiation dose absorbed by the body during such nuclear imaging is small, far less than an X-ray. CMOS gamma cameras for high-speed imaging are being developed by Westbrook [23, 24] . These cameras function at 410 kHz (far in excess of the speeds we need to combat the $1 Hz heartrate blood-flow disturbances in humans), their pixels can be tilted and tiled without gaps, and can be batch fabricated at reasonable cost. It will be possible to coat the inside of a sphere or tube with these pixels to form a gamma 'camera' that would have near complete solid angle viewing (except for obstructions). Initial calculation shows that such cameras will be able to detect magnetic nanoparticles at the concentrations used during Luebbe's human trials. Or, as pointed out by Martel, magnetic fields can be duty cycled to both actuate (control mode) and sense (MRI mode) but this leads to a loss in control effectiveness since part of each cycle is devoted to sensing.
Conclusion
Unless magnets or magnetic materials are surgically implanted in patients, which is undesirable and often not clinically feasible, magnetic drug delivery is limited to shallow targets (typically o5 cm depth with the strongest possible, still safe, magnetic fields). We consider dynamic control of magnets to focus magnetic carriers to deep tissue targets. Based on a first-principles magneto-statics and ferrofluid transport model we show that a sequence of actuations can drive ferrofluid always through a center region thus creating a focus at this deep target on average. Many issues remain to move this control from our initial demonstration (in 2 spatial dimensions, without a vasculature network, with no disturbing blood flow forces yet) closer towards clinical use. Next steps include: optimizing the control actions; taking the modeling and control from 2 spatial dimensions to 3; incorporating a vasculature geometry and the strong disturbing actions of blood flow and accounting for them in the control; then, demonstrating the methods experimentally in a laboratory setting; enabling real-time ferrofluid sensing for in-vivo feedback control; and moving to animal and then human experiments similar to the ones our collaborator Luebbe has done for magnetic drug delivery to shallow tumors.
